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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER STATEMENT 
As Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer of the Institute for Diversity & Inclusion in Emergency 
Management, I have been proud of the organization’s progress towards laying the foundation for 
diversity, equity, and inclusion in emergency management. As a career emergency manager, and a 
strong advocate for preparedness, it goes without saying that this year challenged our preparedness in 
multiple ways. The combination of the COVID-19 pandemic, record hurricanes and wildfires, civil unrest, 
racism, and a historic presidential election have had substantial impacts on our profession and even 
stronger disproportionate impacts on underserved, marginalized populations proving to be a catalyst for 
I-DIEM’s growth.  
 
This year has been highlighted by key accomplishments and milestones highlighted below:  
 

• Developed five (5) key programs centered on promoting and supporting women and people of 
color including students (high school, undergraduate, and graduate), early career professionals, 
and business owners. 

• Acquired contracts for five organizational workshops/trainings including five delivered this year, 
and three (3) currently in our 2021 pipeline.  

• Applied or collaborated on six (6) grants (Foundation = 3; Federal = 3) of which five are currently 
pending and one has been completed culminating in our development of the “COVID-19 and the 
African-American Community” Technical Report.  

• Launched two (2) educational and awareness campaigns (Equity Revolution; COVID-19 & The 
African-American Community)  

• Provided two Congressional testimonies before the 116th Congress’s House of Representatives 
• Provided equitable review of the recently proposed National Disaster Safety Board legislation  
• Served as speakers or panel participants at over 30 unique conferences, webinars, or 

symposiums 
• Formulated legal partnerships with eight (8) Historically Black Colleges & Universities or Minority 

Serving Institutions 
• Developed, or currently developing, a total of 16 curriculum for courses and trainings.  

I am beyond excited for what 2021 has in store and want to give a sincere thank you to everyone that 
has been involved our progress thus far. Through your countless efforts and support, we will continue 
to advocate for improved disaster outcomes and pave the way for future generations.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
Chauncia Willis  
Co-Founder & Chief Executive Officer, I-DIEM 
December 2020 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Our Mission  
The Institute for Diversity and Inclusion in Emergency Management is a global, nonprofit established to 
facilitate change by integrating into all aspects of emergency management. Our focus is on humanity 
and our vision supports the empowerment of marginalized communities within all phases of the disaster 
management cycle. Our mission is to support development and implementation of innovative 
community-based, mitigation and adaptation projects to enhance resilience in diverse, vulnerable, and 
under-served communities. 
 

The Company and Management 
Founded in 2019, the Institute is headquartered and registered as a non-profit organization in Atlanta, 
Georgia. I-DIEM was co-founded by Chauncia Willis, Chief Executive Officer, and Curtis Brown who 
share over 40 years of experience as emergency managers at the federal, state, and local level as well 
as the private sector. In 2020, I-DIEM assembled a Board of Advisors to provide oversight, non-profit 
guidance, and management expertise. Additionally, Ellis Stanley, Sr. was named Chief Transformation 
Officer of the Institute leading the organization’s growth rooted in over 40 years of service as an 
Emergency Manager for the City of Los Angeles, City of Atlanta, and as a consultant. Stanley also 
serves as Chair of the Board of Advisors providing a direct link between the Board and executive 
leadership. Aligning with organizational growth, the Institute named Antoine B. Richards as Senior 
Advisor assisting in operations, grant and proposal writing, and development of I-DIEM programs and 
initiatives. To support organizational efforts, I-DIEM developed a team of eight (8) contractors who assist 
in organizational management, projects and initiatives.  
 

Our Services 
The Institute is dedicated to diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) in the emergency management 
enterprise. Our clients include local, state, and federal government, non-profit organizations (NPOs), 
and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) seeking to operationalize equity in policy in practice. I-
DIEM offers a variety of professional services intra- and inter-organizationally including:  
 

• Consulting  

• Diversity and Inclusion Seminars  

• Curriculum & Course Delivery  

• Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Speakers  

• Training Programs  

• Data Analytics  

• Resilience-Building  

• Organizational / Partnership Development  

 

The Market  
Across the United States, emergency management has experienced exponential growth academically 
and practically. As disasters increase in frequency and strength, the disproportionate impacts of 
disasters are becoming increasingly evident especially during the current COVID-19 pandemic. Our 
research on the emergency management enterprise shows that, overall, emergency management is 
71% male and 82% white. Moreover, our research shows that communities of color are 
disproportionately impacted by disasters due to systemic policies and practice such as redlining. Current 
content analysis of the leading policies in emergency management lack the terms diversity, inclusion, 
or equity beyond boilerplate language (diversity and inclusion) or in reference to housing or insurance 
(equity). Based on these findings, it is evident that a paradigm shift is needed to operationalize equity 
and improve resilience for underserved, marginalized populations.  
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Our Competitive Advantage  
While there are multiple organizations dedicated to diversity and inclusion, the Institute is uniquely 
situated as the only organization dedicated to diversity and inclusion within the emergency management 
enterprise. These organizations and academic institutions provide strong foci on vulnerability and 
resilience as microcosms of an overarching mission or vision. Alternatively, I-DIEM’s mission, vision, 
goals, and programs are dedicated to improving DEI in emergency management across all phases of 
the disaster management cycle. Our professional services are rooted in multiple approaches based on 
our philosophy of change that aims to improve equitable representation, decision making, and policies, 
programs and procedures to create a system of equity within the field. The Institute is minority-owned, 
and woman-led, aligning with the populations that suffer the most in disasters (people of color, women, 
and children) which offers firsthand experience with extensive knowledge of the emergency 
management field as practitioners. Our executive leadership team includes Certified Emergency 
Managers and Certified Diversity Professionals while our team of contractors are experts within their 
fields with tenured histories that allows for collaborative research and tailored solutions that improve 
DEI holistically. Our competitive advantage beyond professional services includes multiple programs 
and initiatives that support and foster the equitable representation and support across the field 
spotlighting I-DIEM as one of the first and few organizations that invests organizational funding into 
programs that support DEI in emergency management.  
 

Financial Projections  
Based on our significant growth this year, we are projecting to significantly increase our organizational 
income in three key areas: a) donations and grants; b) government funding; and c) professional 
services. Our projected income for FY21 is $500,000.00. The salary for the CEO will be $85,000.00 and 
the Institute is expected to hire at least at least three additional full-time employees once financing is 
secured. Currently, Chauncia Willis is the only full-time employee who opted out of salary for FY20 to 
support organizational start-up. To begin, both co-founders handled all aspects of the organization 
including workshops/training, programs, grants/contracts, and communication. In FY21, there are 
currently five (5) contracts approved and three (3) pending while the Institute has hosted an executive 
leadership retreat in October 2020 and scheduled a planned retreat for January 2021 to finalize our 
marketing and branding strategy, leverage partnerships in the coming year, and finalize the transition 
of key programs from design and development to implementation.  
 

Financing Requirements  
We are seeking to raise $200,000.00 in funds this year to support organizational costs. Together, the 
co-founders have invested $70,000.00 to meet working capital requirements.  
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HISTORY & OVERVIEW OF I-DIEM 

Organization History  
The Institute for Diversity and Inclusion in Emergency Management (I-DIEM) was founded in 2019 by 
Chauncia Willis and Curtis Brown, emergency management practitioners with many years of experience 
at all levels of government and the private sector. They have experienced the damaging impacts caused 
by a lack of diversity and inclusion first-hand, and they have been privy to many of the disproportionately 
biased policy and funding decisions that have negatively affected underserved communities. I-DIEM 
was established out of a defined need, validated by scientific research, for professional parity for women 
and people of color and other marginalized groups in the field of emergency management. 

 

Organization Mission 
The mission of the Institute for Diversity and Inclusion in Emergency Management is to serve as a 
resource and an advocate for the value of diversity and inclusion in emergency management (EM). I-
DIEM leads efforts to increase representation of women and people of color in the field of emergency 
management, including in positions of leadership, through awareness and education. I-DIEM serves as 
the conduit for research on diversity and inclusion, social equity and the practical application of 
equitable EM practices to improve outcomes and build resilience. By respecting, appreciating and 
leveraging the value of women, communities of color and other underrepresented groups, the 
emergency management enterprise will build the capacity needed to address the growing threat of 
climate change and extreme weather. I-DIEM supports development and implementation of innovative 
community-based, mitigation and adaptation projects to enhance resilience in diverse, vulnerable, and 
under-served communities. 

 

Organization Vision  
The vision of I-DIEM is to enhance global resilience and improve emergency management  
outcomes by respecting and leveraging diversity, inclusion and equity. 

Diversity + Inclusion = Resi lience  

Organization Goals  
• I-DIEM aims to cultivate women and people of color emergency management and leaders training.  

• Increase efforts to integrate social equity within emergency management to support outcomes for 
communities of color and vulnerable populations. 

• Promote, support, and disseminate research regarding Diversity and Inclusion in Emergency 
Management. 

• Increase and support the number of women and people of color within the emergency management 
profession. 

• Educate and train the enterprise on the importance of diversity, inclusion, and equity issues as it 
relates to women, people of color, people with disabilities, LGBTQ, various religious beliefs, low-
income, disadvantaged communities, and other underrepresented groups within each phase of 
emergency management. 

• Supporting innovative mitigation and adaptation projects in order to build resilience in communities 
of color and underserved communities by 

• Create Diverse participation in the resilience and emergency management economy. 

• Highlight innovative Diversity and Inclusion best practices enhancing community resilience. 
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Organization Philosophy of Change  
Our organization is comprised of dedicated educators, researchers, trainers, coaches and 
experts in the areas of diversity, equity, inclusion and emergency management. I-DIEM helps 
organizations of all kinds embed create policies, programs and practices that are equitable. 
We assist individuals and organizations in developing tools to change negative institutional 
constructs and increase equity. Our philosophy for change intersects five basic strategies: 

 

• Awareness and Education 

• Research and Policy 

• Open Dialogue 

• Capacity Building 

• Institutional Change  
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
 

Operationalize Equity Within Your Organization 
 

• CONSULTING: Our consultants help companies and industries create and increase diversity, 
inclusion and equity awareness within the establishments. 
 

• I-DIEM DIVERSITY & INCLUSION SEMINARS: This blended-learning curriculum empowers 
leaders with the skills they need to build more inclusive workplaces.  

 

• I-DIEM COURSE DELIVERY: Diversity24 is I-DIEMs proprietary Foundation Learning Program that 
enables leaders to develop diversity, practice inclusion and build equity within their organization. 
We developed tailored online and onsite training courses for your organization. 

 

• DIVERSITY, INCLUSION & EQUITY SPEAKERS: We use keynote speeches, presentations, 
webinars and panel discussions to engage your audience in diversity, inclusion and equity 
awareness. 

 

• CULTIVATE THROUGH TRAINING PROGRAMS: To provide cultural competency training for local, 
state, federal and nonprofit deployment teams, and develop comprehensive recruitment, retention, 
and community engagement strategies to support building and maintaining a diverse 21st Century 
workforce, we offer training, organizational assessments and certification for emergency 
management. 

 

• DATA ANALYTICS: Partner with academia to leverage disaster research on social to better inform 
the emergency management enterprise. Provide data to federal, state, and local agencies to 
encourage consideration of social vulnerability when allocating federal disaster funds. 

 

• EQUITABLE RESILIENCE-BUILDING: Work with community organizations to build their capacity to 
equitably mitigate risk and improve community resilience before and after natural disasters. 
Equitably leverage federal disaster mitigation and recovery funds through creative adaptation and 
mitigation projects to build resilience in the most vulnerable communities. 

 

• DEVELOP PARTNERSHIPS: Increase partnerships to support preparedness outreach with diverse 
and underserved communities. Partner with construction, architectural and other non- traditional 
professional associations to develop innovative, resilient and sustainable communities in 
opportunity zones. 
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PROGRAMS, TRAINING, & EDUCATION 

Programs 

Julius Becton Jr. Scholarship Program 
The Julius Becton Jr. Scholarship Program, named after Lt. General Julius 
W. Becton Jr. in recognition of his accomplishment as the first minority to 
serve as FEMA Director from 1985 to 1989, was developed to encourage 
minority participation in the field of emergency management by providing 
financial assistance, encouragement, and support to diverse students who 
are interested in a career in the field of emergency management. The 
Program is dedicated to supporting more diversity in students entering the 
field of emergency management which aims to produce more diversity in 
leadership, organizational representation, and equitable policy 
development, which will build more resilient communities. In June 2020, the 
Title Basin Group, a leading emergency management and disaster recovery consulting firm, announced 
annual scholarship funding to support the Julius Becton Jr. Scholarship Program. An initial donation of 
$5,000.00 for a student scholarship was donated to I-DIEM with a subsequent match of $5,000.00 from 
Tidal Basin CEO, Daniel Craig totaling $10,000.00 in support of the scholarship program. Craig also 
challenged other CEO’s within the disaster management consulting realm to match his donation . Tidal 
Basin’s support stemmed from Episode 6 of Tidal Basin’s ‘Disaster Recovery Roundtable’ podcast 
featuring CEO Chauncia Willis, and Chief Transformation Officer, Ellis Stanley, discussing diversity in 
the emergency management enterprise. Scheduled to award the first round of scholarships in Fall 2021, 
I-DIEM continues to fundraise and accept donations towards the scholarship program. To date, I-DIEM 
has raised approximately $15,000.00 towards support for students in the 2021-2022 academic year.  

 

HERricane Program  
Established in 2017 in Arlington, Virginia, and formally-adopted by the 
Institute in 2020, the HERricane Program empowers women to pursue 
careers in emergency management through a weeklong summer camp, 
and also includes long-term professional development opportunities. 
The program provides hands-on, developmental training in incident 
management, natural hazards, public health (including CPR 
certification), communications and public speaking, all-hazards 
preparedness, and leadership skills such as teamwork, ethics, self-
awareness, stress management, and resolve. The Program’s overall 
mission is to develop and elevate women as leaders in emergency 
management, while expanding the image of emergency management 
profession as a positive force for improve public safety in government.  

HERricane provides young women (ages 13-18) with a means to explore a career in Emergency 
Management (as well as associated ones) while exposing young women to the “hidden” career field of 
emergency management. I-DIEM legally-adopted the HERricane Program in March 2020. Currently, I-
DIEM is planning a fundraising campaign to support an official launch of the Program under I-DIEM in 
the Summer of 2021. Additionally, through our University Partnership Program, Texas Agricultural and 
Mechanical University (TAMU) and the Hazard Reduction and Recovery Center (HRRC) are 
collaborating on a multi-million dollar grant [See Grants] entitled ‘Equality Can’t Wait’ which focuses on 
increasing the representation of women in the emergency management enterprise. The HERricane 
Program is a foundational element of a career-driven, transitional pipeline program scheduled to launch 
in 2021 which can support programmatic efforts. Proposed locations for launch include Houston, 
Atlanta, Philadelphia, and New York City.  

 

https://www.tidalbasingroup.com/newsroom/leading-emergency-management-and-disaster-recovery-consulting-firm-announces-diversity-scholarship-program
https://www.tidalbasingroup.com/newsroom/leading-emergency-management-and-disaster-recovery-consulting-firm-announces-diversity-scholarship-program
https://www.tidalbasingroup.com/education/podcasts/disaster-recovery-roundtable/diversity-within-emergency-management-a-discussion-with-the-institute-for-diversity-and-inclusion-in-emergency-management
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University Partnership Program 
One of I-DIEM’s primary goals is to increase the number of women and 
people of color within the emergency management profession, 
particularly in leadership. This year, I-DIEM launched the University 
Partnership Program (UPP). The UPP establishes formal agreements 
with academic institutions to facilitate partnership benefits to ensure that 
students are provided with wonderful opportunities to engage with and 
receive mentorship from diverse professionals within the field of 
emergency management. In 2020, I-DIEM identified historically-black 
colleges and universities (HBCUs) and minority-serving institutions 
through the FEMA Higher Education Program’s master list of colleges 
and universities offering EM programs at the associates, bachelors, 
masters, and doctoral levels. Initial emails were sent to 37 HBCUs and 
MSIs across the nation. Seven partnership agreements were offered among those responses with six 
acceptances. Additional partnership agreements existed with Virginia Commonwealth University and 
were extended to State University of New York (SUNY) Albany and Indiana Wesleyan University’s 
Devoe School of Business which will offer doctoral students to assist in organizational development 
dissertation projects for the Institute. Currently, I-DIEM is in the planning phase of adding a University 
Partnership Portal to the I-DIEM Website. The portal will allow all universities across the nation to 
complete partnership agreements allowing the Institute to expand our university partners and, more 
importantly, expand our outreach to students at all institutions to receive benefits of the university 
program including scholarship and mentorship opportunities. University partners (accepted or in legal 
tender) are listed below:  
 

• Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) 

• Elizabeth City State University  

• Nova Southeastern University  

• Texas Southern University  

• Texas A&M University  

• Albany – SUNY  

• John Jay College – CUNY  

• Indiana Wesleyan University – DeVoe School of Business 

 

Diversity24: Curriculum Development  
Diversity24 is I-DIEM’s proprietary Foundation Learning Program that enables leaders to develop 
diversity, practice inclusion, and build equity within their organization. The Program focuses on 
developing tailored online and onsite training courses for organizations and universities.  
 

Curriculum Development 
The Institute, under direction of Dr. Kristie Roberts-Lewis and Curtis 
Brown, have developed a course design guide and held collaborative 
course development workshops to guide design and development of I-
DIEM courses focused on diversity, equity, and inclusion in emergency 
management. Eight (8) education and technical experts have been 
assigned as course developers from interdisciplinary fields to develop I-
DIEM curriculum. Additionally, peer reviewers have been identified to 
review all course material for feasibility, scalability, flexibility and 
academic and practical rigor. Through these efforts, along with I-DIEM 
DEI Training Workshops the following courses have are developed, or 
currently in development, to support the Diversity24 Program. Key next 
steps include integration of I-DIEM courses into the I-DIEM website, 

alignment of course material with American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards, and the 
development of an associated certification program to support DEI professionals in the EM enterprise.  
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Certification 
Curated curriculum offered beyond training and workshops will be developed for integration with current 
certification programs for continuing education (CE) credit and, more specifically, for certification as a 
DEI expert in emergency management. The Institute is currently working on the registration and 
trademark of a certification program with tiered-level courses leading to certification for emergency 
management professionals. The certification will be administered at basic, advanced, and expert levels 
for full certification. The certification process will be provided through the I-DIEM website. Proposed 
launch of the certification program is Q1 2021 with planning and development ongoing for full integration 
into the I-DIEM website.  
 

Courses Offered (Developed & In-Development) 
Based on the Diversity24 Program and curriculum development process, the following courses have 
been identified and developed, or are in development, under the Diversity24 Program.  
 

• Introduction to Diversity and Inclusion in Emergency Management  

• The Business Case for Diversity & Inclusion in Emergency Management  

• Counteracting Unconscious Bias in Emergency Management  

• Diversifying Volunteer Recruitment and Retention 

• Inclusive Resilience: What It Means and Why Your Organization Needs It  

• Cultural Competences in Disaster Response and Recovery  

• Diversity and Inclusion Awareness for HBCUs and MSIs  

• Conducting Inclusive Vulnerability Assessments  

• Operationalizing Equity in Disasters  

• Power, Privilege, and Oppression  

• Allyship: The Steps to Becoming A Great Ally  

• Social Determinants of Health and Emergency Management: Improving Your Understanding of 
Vulnerability  

• Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Training (DIET) for Volunteers 

• Spiritual and Emotional Equity in Disaster Services (SEEDS) 

• Training for Inclusion, Diversity, and Equity in Social Services (TIDES): Equity in Transaction  

• Equitable Management of Disaster Donations (EMDD) 

 

Resilience for Small Women & Minority (SWAM)  
The SWAM Business Resilience Initiative identifies small businesses located in Opportunity Zones. 
These SWAM Businesses are offered the opportunity to participate in a hands-on program to assist with 
developing Business Continuity Plans that includes identifying risks, improving workforce readiness, 
strengthening, and protecting supply chains, and developing mitigation and preparedness tactics to 
reduce risk and loss revenue. The SWAM Program is currently in the development phase which a 
proposed 2021 launch with appropriate funding and resources.  

Training  

I-DIEM Training & Workshops  
The Institute’s DEI training and workshops of cornerstones of education, awareness, and advocacy for 
emergency management practitioners. Training and workshops are provided based on initial consults 
between I-DIEM and interested clients. These consults allow I-DIEM to tailor workshops and training to 
meet the needs of each client based on conversation and equitable review of client policies, practices, 
and procedures. Each of the above course developed can be integrated into training and workshops 
allowing for multiple streamlined approaches to meet client’s organizational needs. In 2020, the Institute 
delivered five trainings or workshops at the non-profit, local, state, and federal level. Primary areas of 
interest have included: a) Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity in Emergency Management; b) Power, 
Oppression, and Privilege; c) Allyship; d) The Past, Present, and the Pandemic (a training on social 
determinants of health and intersections between COVID-19 and Emergency Management); e) 
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Vulnerability and Equity Assessments; f) Inclusive Preparedness; and Operationalizing Equity in 
Emergency Management. Training and workshops include an approximate total reach of approximately 
2,000 with an average reach of 400.  

• Dane County, Wisconsin  

• FEMA Region IX 

• FEMA Region V 

• Asfalis – Town of Waxham, NC.  

• Salvation Army  

• City of Sarasota  

• American Flood Coalition  

• Welcoming America   

• Rutgers University 

Education  

Equity Revolution  
Given the current climate of civil unrest, the need for equitable 
solutions in research, policy, and practice is receiving increased 
acknowledgement. This need requires a fervent understanding 
of key differences between equality and equity, and how each of 
those impacts’ outcomes among minorities and vulnerable 
populations. The Institute for Diversity and Inclusion in 
Emergency Management (I-DIEM) proposes a dual-purposed 
educational awareness and fundraising campaign to educate 
people on why equity is important while raising funds for I-DIEM 
initiatives that seek to promote and integrate diversity, inclusion, 
and equity within emergency management. #EquityRevolution 
was softly launched through social media platforms (Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram) in November 2020. Integrative 
approaches are planned for 2021 including interactive live social 
media sessions, webinars, and social events geared specifically 
for highlighting the differences between equality and equity and 
sparking a national conversation on ways to improve while 
simultaneously raising funds through targeted events on social 
media. The #EquityRevolution campaign is ongoing. Moving 
forward, an evaluation plan has been established to monitor and evaluate campaign effectiveness on 
social media platforms. Intra-organizationally, volunteers have been working with I-DIEM to establish 
donor relations and identify funding matches for landmark campaign goals (i.e. $5,000.00 match for 
$5,000.00 in individual donations). Fundraising will be monitored through I-DIEM’s Kindful platform 
which has a designated classification for Equity Revolution donations.  
 

I-DIEM International COVID-19 Virtual Convenings  
Given the rise of the novel coronavirus pandemic, the Institute held a series of virtual convenings on 
“The Coronavirus and Equity in Response” and “The Coronavirus and Impacts to Vulnerable Groups.” 
Each virtual convening featured reputable experts in public health, homelessness, disability, mental 
health, and women- and minority-owned businesses. The convenings garnered substantial reach in the 
US and Canada highlighting I-DIEM’s blossoming global influence.  
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Grants 

Walmart Foundation  
The Walmart Foundation’s Local Initiatives Grant Call for Proposals 
was distributed as part of a broader initiative to address racial equity 
and COVID-19’s disproportionate impact on communities of color and 
the exacerbation of pre-existent vulnerabilities. To address these 
inequities, a research RFP was released to focus solely on how 
COVID-19 has impacted communities of color in two specific areas: a) 
disaster response and preparedness and b) community inclusion and 
belonging. Preliminary research on data and disparities by race and 
ethnicity related to COVID-19 by I-DIEM’s Senior Advisor, Antoine 
Richards, and CEO, Chauncia Willis, revealed that data on COVID-19 
disparities was dispersed and required aggregation of data from 
multiple sites to define the full scope of the impact on African-American 
communities. Subsequently, I-DIEM submitted a proposal in August 
2020 to conduct research on the impact of COVID-19 on African-
American communities and create a technical report of findings which 
would serve as a foundational piece to an educated and awareness 
campaign that targeted African-American communities resulting in a $25,000.00 award from the 
Walmart Foundation. Specific deliverables included the design and development of the “COVID-19 and 
the African-American Community” technical report and the design and development of resources 
(handouts and brochures) based on data found in the technical report. Following completion, the report 
was shared with HBCUs, Healthcare Ready, and contacts within the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) to be disseminated among each of its local chapters to 
ensure integration into communities of color. The COVID-19 and the African-American Community 
report and resources can be accessed on the I-DIEM website here.  

 

NSF 20-562 
The National Science Foundation released 20-562: Resilience to Natural Disasters: Equipping 
Communities for Greater Preparedness and Resilience to Natural Disasters. The Institute, in 
collaboration with Virginia Commonwealth University, developed a proposed project entitled K-12 
Resilience Identification Pilot Program in Richmond, Virginia and Vulnerable Community Disaster 
Resilience Improvement. As outlined in the National Science Foundation (NSF) 20-562 Civic Innovation 
Challenge (CIVIC) program solicitation, it is critical to design and implement community engagement 
efforts that reach underrepresented and vulnerable populations in order to mitigate the threats posed 
not only by disasters but also compounded by wealth inequality. The Institute for Diversity and Inclusion 
in Emergency Management (I-DIEM) has assembled an experienced team to meet the NSF 20-562 
SCC-CIVIC-PG Track B objectives including (a) piloting an economically disadvantaged youth program 
that directly involves residents in resilience indicator data collection, (b) leveraging innovative use of 
technology in developing methods to build community resilience and (c) engaging communities and 
local emergency management stakeholders to improve disaster mitigation using community-driven data 
collection. This section describes our “Vision for a Research Centered Pilot Project” in terms of (1) 
Research Questions including highlights of our technical and social science research questions, our 
research team, and our approach, followed by a description of the (2) Intellectual Merit of our youth pilot 
program and vulnerable community disaster resilience improvement project. The proposal, totaling 
approximately $2M, is currently under review.  

 

NIH – SUNY Albany   
A collaborative of universities including SUNY-Albany submitted an NIH grant for the Notice of Special 
Interest (NOSI): Emergency Competitive Revisions for Social, Ethical, and Behavioral Implications 
(SEBI) Research on COVID-19 Testing among Underserved and/or Vulnerable Populations. The 
proposed project, entitled “Identify multiple domains of the risk factors affecting COVID-19 Testing and 

https://i-diem.org/i-diem-receives-walmart-foundation-grant-to-combat-covid-19-health-disparities/
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Vaccination among underserved population in US: perceptions, access, policies and communication 
strategies” aims to comprehensively assess how ethical, historical, healthcare, social, economic, 
contextual factors, cultural beliefs and attitudes, expectations, and preferences influence these groups’ 
ability and willingness to get tested and vaccinated. The Institute was identified as a community partner 
and provided a letter of support to assist with Specific Aim 2b; Perceived availability and actual 
accessibility of COVID-19 testing among racial/ ethnic minorities will be lower than among their white 
male counterparts. Particularly, I-DIEM will assist in identifying potential differences in how information 
about COVID-19 was communicated in each state. We are willing to publish results from the study on 
the I-DIEM website. If necessary, we can assist with disseminating the online survey developed in Aim 
1 of the proposal to increase participation among minority communities. This grant is currently under 
review.  

 

Equality Can’t Wait 
Led by Texas A&M University’s Hazards Research and Recovery Center, a collaborative grant was 
submitted in October 2020 for a project entitled #FemmEM: Diversitying Disaster Management 
Leadership for Equitable Resilience. This project aims to increase female leadership, especially BIPOC 
and women with disabilities, in disaster management fields and change the public perception of gender 
in this field. We are building a pathway from high school through college to advanced careers in disaster 
resilience. Programming involves mentorship and sponsorship from current women leaders to the next 
generation [5]; internships; professional development opportunities; interactive workshops; and a media 
strategy to change the perception of disaster management as a male-only field. Strongly rooted on I-
DIEM’s HERricane Program, significant portions of grant funding will be allocated to support the 
implementation of the Program while extending the impacts of the program beyond ages 13-18 through 
mentorship, training, and educational credit for those involved at the undergraduate and graduate levels. 
Proposed project will also develop an annual workshop and web-based portal for networking and 
matriculation of students throughout the pipeline. As of December 2020, this proposal has progressed 
past the peer-review process and into the professional review process to be conducted in Q1 2021.  
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ADVOCACY  
 

AFC / I-DIEM Virtual Equity Roundtable Series  
As part of our research into social equity and the barriers 
that low income, communities of color, and/or rural 
communities face in interacting with federal agencies on 
flooding and adaptation, we will convene a virtual 
roundtable series to seek input from on-the-ground experts 
and organizations working at the intersection of flooding 
and social equity. The objective of the roundtable is to 
gather information and case studies on the challenges local 
organizations face in working with federal agencies and 
programs and to identify potential best practices, policy 

solutions, and programmatic improvements that can be implemented to advance equity. From October 
– November 2020, I-DIEM, in collaboration with the American Flood Coalition, conducted three equity 
roundtables with seven community partner organizations from across the nation including South 
Carolina, Texas, Florida, Oklahoma, and Alaska, center on each of the three themes above. I-DIEM 
developed four surveys (3 session surveys; 1 feedback survey) to collect data and analyze this data 
quantitatively and qualitatively with participant responses during each roundtable session. The final 
session also featured representatives from federal government (FEMA, HUD, and Congress) to listen 
to barriers, best practices, and solutions to improve flood adaptation and recovery policies and 
mechanisms to improving outcomes federally based on local-level input. Based on feedback surveys, 
the experience was significantly favorable with 100% of participants noting that they were happy to 
attend the event and would attend the event in the future. More importantly, key themes were identified 
that could help shape future approaches to flood policies. Notably, since the roundtable, federal officials 
have established meetings with I-DIEM and AFC to continue discussion on improving connections 
between local and federal entities to encourage more informed policymaking.  

 

FEMA COVID-19 Response  
In February 2019, Curtis and Chauncia both traveled to FEMA Headquarters to discuss equitable 
approaches to COVID-19 response. During this trip, executive leadership met with FEMA Administrator 
Pete Gaynor to discuss equitable approaches to pandemic response and recovery.  

 

Senator Schatz – National Disaster Safety Board 
In July 2020, Congressional Aides for the Office of Senator Brian Schatz (D-HI) consulted with the 
Institute for an equitable review of legislation on two proposed acts: a) a National Disaster Safety Board; 
and b) the Family Crisis and Assistance Act. On August 10, 2020, representatives met with I-DIEM 
leadership to discuss strategies for drafting each act. Following the call, drafts were provided to I-DIEM 
for an equity assessment of language and outcomes to ensure that each proposed legislation would 
truly be beneficial for marginalized populations by ensuring diversity, equity, and inclusion into the 
language. On August 14, 2020, I-DIEM presented a list of recommendations to Senator Schatz’s Office 
which were incorporated into the final drafts. On October 9, 2020, US Senators Bill Cassidy, M.D. (R-
LA) and Brian Schatz introduced the Disaster Learning and Life Saving Act of 2020. The bipartisan 
legislation called for creation of a new permanent and independent board to study the underlying causes 
of disaster related fatalities and property damage nationwide. The National Disaster Safety Board 
(NDSB) will make recommendations to all levels of government on how to improve the resiliency of 
communities across the country. Companion legislation was introduced in the House of Representatives 
by U.S. Representatives Katie Porter (D-Calif.) and Garret Graves (R-La.). 

 

https://www.cassidy.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/cassidy-schatz-to-introduce-bipartisan-legislation-to-create-independent-board-to-investigate-major-natural-disasters-make-policy-recommendations-save-lives
https://www.cassidy.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/cassidy-schatz-to-introduce-bipartisan-legislation-to-create-independent-board-to-investigate-major-natural-disasters-make-policy-recommendations-save-lives
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Public Comment Letters  
Comprehensive Planning Guide – 101 (CPG-101) 
The Institute’s leadership provided Public Comment on revisions 
and updates to the Comprehensive Preparedness Guide 101: 
Developing and Maintaining Emergency Operations Plans 
(CPG-101) in January 2020. Subsequently, FEMA developed a 
series of 60-minute engagement webinars to discuss changes 
for CPG-101 and gather thoughts and recommendations on how 
to improve the document which launched December 2020 and 

will continue through January 2021.  
 

Building Resilient Infrastructure and Communities (BRIC) Program 
On May 11, 2020, the Institute provided public comments and eight recommendations on the proposed 
BRIC Program aimed at ensuring equity is prioritized as a guiding principle for allocating this funding 
and prioritizing marginalized individuals and communities. These recommendations were integral to 
building out the BRIC Grant Program which was presented by FEMA in July’s BRIC Summer 
Engagement Series.  

 

Response to Executive Order 13950 
On September 22, 2020, President Donald Trump issued Executive Order (EO) 13950, “Combatting 
Race and Sex Stereotyping.” The EO set forth the policy of the US “not to promote race or sex 
stereotyping or scapegoating” and prohibited federal contractors from inculcating such views in their 
workplace diversity and inclusion trainings. In response to the exclusion of race and critical race theory 
in diversity, equity, and inclusion training, the Institute released a response to EO 13950 advocating for 
the need of DEI training and the dangers of the EO which runs counter to established Civil Rights and 
Equal Employment Opportunity laws/policies and existing Federal agencies diversity and inclusion 
goals.  

 

Biden-Harris Transition Team: First 100-Day Recommendations  
With the landmark 2020 election resulting in the transition of the President and key cabinet positions, I-
DIEM drafted recommendations and considerations for the Biden-Harris Transition Team centered on 
diversity, inclusion, and equity in emergency management and the equitable review and modification of 
existing policies and programs. These recommendations were submitted in December 2020.  

 

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/faqs/executive-order-13950
https://i-diem.org/
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SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS  

Congressional Hearings 
On Friday July 10, 2020, Chauncia Willis was invited to testify in front of the 116 th Congress’s (2019-
2020) House Committee on Homeland Security on “Pandemic Response: Confronting the Unequal 
Impacts of COVID-19.” In this testimony, Willis focused specifically on the disproportionate impacts of 
the pandemic framing her testimony in how Social Determinants of Health can inform approaches from 
emergency management perspectives including vulnerability and inequitable practice in both her written 
and verbal testimonies.  
 
On Tuesday, July 28, 2020, Curtis Brown was invited to testify in front of the 116 th Congress’s (2019-
2020) House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure on “Experiences of Vulnerable 
Populations During Disaster.” In this testimony, Brown focused on vulnerability with emphasis on how 
lack of diverse representation contributes to vulnerabilities specifically noting that “disaster 
management is too white” in his push for equitable representation in both his written and verbal 
testimonies.   
 

FEMA Office of Equal Rights (OER) Women’s History 

Month Observance 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the Office of Equal Rights (OER) held a 
Women’s History Month Observance Event, and the CEO of I-DIEM was fortunate to attend where she 
discussed the contributions and growth of women in emergency management, the opportunities and 
challenges they face, and their role in shaping the future of emergency management. Learn more here. 

 
 

FEMA & The National Advisory 

Council  
On January 7, 2020, I-DIEM met with FEMA and The 
National Advisory Council to discuss the challenges that 
came with marginalization and inequality. As a result, the 
legislation required coordination from all organizations 
towards revisions and strategies to better handle natural 
and man-made disasters and terrorism. Read more here.  

 

Virtual Speaking Engagements 
Marred by the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, opportunities to engage publicly have been minimal. 
Subsequently, speaking engagements have embraced virtual formats which are highlight below:  

 

Chauncia Willis  

• DEI Virtual Roundtable; Disaster Recovery Journal  
• National League of Cities, COVID-19 Resilience Webinar  

• Compounded Risks, Urban Land Institute Virtual Convening 2020  
• FEMA Region V, All Hands Employee Training  
• FEMA Region IX, All Hands Employee Training  
• FEMA Resilient Nation Partnership Network 
• American Society of Public Administration 
• Route50 Virtual Townhall 

• National Association of State Chief Administrators 

https://www.congress.gov/116/meeting/house/110871/witnesses/HHRG-116-HM12-Wstate-WillisC-20200710.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/116/meeting/house/110871/witnesses/HHRG-116-HM12-TTF-WillisC-20200710.pdf
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/disaster-management-is-too-white-official-tells-congress/#:~:text=An%20overwhelming%20number%20of%20emergency%20managers%20in%20the,discrimination%2C%20a%20state%20emergency%20manager%20told%20Congress%20yesterday.
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/disaster-management-is-too-white-official-tells-congress/#:~:text=An%20overwhelming%20number%20of%20emergency%20managers%20in%20the,discrimination%2C%20a%20state%20emergency%20manager%20told%20Congress%20yesterday.
https://www.congress.gov/116/meeting/house/110927/witnesses/HHRG-116-PW13-Wstate-BrownC-20200728.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/116/meeting/house/110927/witnesses/HHRG-116-PW13-TTF-BrownC-20200728.pdf
https://i-diem.org/i-diem-co-founder-ceo-chauncia-willis-speaks-at-fema-womens-history-event/
https://i-diem.org/i-diem-provides-recommendations-to-the-fema-national-advisory-council-equity-subcommittee/
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• The Pennsylvania State University, Behrend School of Science, Penn State Behrend's Reality 
Check  

• Black Lives Matter (In Disasters, Too) – The Intersection of Race and Policy in Disasters, Panel 

• FAIR Foundation 2020 Virtual Conference Series, “Building a Culture of Preparedness”, Panel  

• National Emergency Management Association Virtual Conference, How Do We Ensure Positive 
Outcomes for Underserved Populations following Disasters and Public Health Emergencies Panel   

• ABA Standing Committee on Disaster Response and Preparedness Presentation - October 1, 2020  
• University at Albany- SUNY, The College of Emergency Preparedness, Homeland Security and 

Cybersecurity, Guest Speaker for Introduction to Emergency Preparedness, Homeland Security and 
Cybersecurity Course 

• FEMA Resilient Nation Partnership Network “Alliance for Equity” Inclusive Planning Panel.  
Moderator 

• NOAA Environmental Data Talks. Presenter, “The Fierce Urgency of Now: Ending Disaster Inequity” 

• VCU Executive Leadership Course  

 

Curtis Brown  
• Natural Hazards Workshop 2020 
• Black Lives Matter (In Disasters, Too) – The Intersection of Race and Policy in Disasters, Panel 
• FAIR Foundation  2020 Virtual Conference Series, “Building a Culture of Preparedness”, Panel   
• National Emergency Management Association Virtual Conference, How Do We Ensure Positive 

Outcomes for Underserved Populations following Disasters and Public Health Emergencies?, Panel 
• ABA Standing Committee on Disaster Response and Preparedness. Presentation 
• University at Albany- SUNY, The College of Emergency Preparedness, Homeland Security and 

Cybersecurity, Guest Speaker for Introduction to Emergency Preparedness, Homeland Security and 
Cybersecurity Course 

• FEMA Resilient Nation Partnership Network “Alliance for Equity” Inclusive Planning Panel.  
Moderator 

• NOAA Environmental Data Talks. Presenter, “The Fierce Urgency of Now: Ending Disaster Inequity”  

• VCU Executive Leadership course 

 

Antoine Richards  
• FEMA Region IX, All Hands Employee Training  
• Diversity & Inclusion Research Conference, COVID-19 & Vulnerability Panel 
• Center for Disaster Philanthropy, Numbers Don’t Lie: Data, Disasters, and Philanthropy 

• ASPA’s Dismantling White Supremacy Series, “Dismantling White Supremacy in Emergency 
Management” 
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MEDIA AND PUBLICATIONS 

Radio & Podcasts  

AmplifyThis!  
Amplify This! is a dynamic new podcast hosted by Chauncia 
Willis, Co-founder and CEO of I-DIEM and Monica Sanders, 
International Disaster Policy Expert. Each month, they are 
joined by emergency managers, diversity, equity & inclusion 
experts, social justice advocates, and more from the world of 
disaster management and beyond. They discuss the realities of 
recent disasters, inequitable policies, and the impact of disaster 
management practices on marginalized and underserved 
communities. A Spotify listed and ranked podcast on equity and 
inclusion in Emergency Management.  
 

National Public Radio (NPR) 
Chauncia Willis was featured in NPR’s “Life Kit” episode 
discussing preparedness for individuals and families. Her 
enlightening conversation has contributed multiple speaking 
opportunities centered around her five (5) recommendations for 
preparedness.  

Television & Film  

Cooked: Film Screening & Panel Discussion Featuring Ellis Stanley 

The Institute, in collaboration with Working Films, hosted a film 
screening of “Cooked: Survival by Zipcode”; a film on 1995 
Chicago Heat Wave and its disproportionate impacts. The 
screening was followed by a panel discussion featuring Dr. 
Susan Gooden (Dean, L. Douglas Wilder School of 
Government and Public Affairs at Virginia Commonwealth 
University), Sindy Benavides (Chief Executive Officer, League 
of United Latin American Citizens ), Vincent Davis (Direct of 

Disaster Services, Feeding America). With approximately 100 in attendance from the US and Canada, 
this virtual screening and panel discussion was part of the “Revisioning Recovery: Uncovering the Roots 
of Disaster” series which aims to highlight root causes of vulnerability and how they contribute to 

disparate disaster outcomes.  
 

Living Local, WXFR 2020   

ColorsVa Magazine contributing writer Chauncia Willis – the CEO and Co-Founder of Institute for 
Diversity and Inclusion in Emergency Engagement breaks down the disproportionate impact of COVID-
19 on communities of color requires the urgent integration of equity into emergency management. 
WFXRTV Colors VA, COVID-19 Impacts Require the Integration of Equity in Emergency Management  

 

News, Articles, Magazines, and Publications  

COVID-19’s Equity Problem is Easier to Identify Than It Is To Solve (April 2020)  
African Americans and people in lower socioeconomic groups are disproportionately affected by the 
pandemic, but experts also lack data to properly quantify and address. Read More 

 

https://open.spotify.com/show/4HS2jammAdPFGAdqZMBOOl
https://open.spotify.com/show/4HS2jammAdPFGAdqZMBOOl
https://www.npr.org/2020/08/21/904790465/its-peak-hurricane-season-you-should-have-these-plans-ready
https://www.wfxrtv.com/colors-va/colorsva-magazine-covid-19-impacts-require-the-integration-of-equity-in-emergency-management/
https://news.vcu.edu/article/COVID19s_equity_problem_is_easier_to_identify_than_it_is_to_solve
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Governor Natham Appoints Curtis Brown To Lead Virginia Department of Emergency 

Management.  
“I look forward to his continued leadership as we continue to navigate the COVID-19 pandemic, advance 
emergency preparedness and public safety in our communities, and respond to severe weather and 
other emergencies.” said Governor Northam. Read More 

 

Radford University Alumni Profile: Inspired to Serve and Committed to Protect 

(September 2020)  
“I’m passionate about making a meaningful impact by integrating and leveraging diversity, 
equity and inclusion in emergency management to build more resilient communities and improve 
disaster impact for people with disabilities, communities of color and other underserved and at-risk 
individuals and communities,” said Brown. I-DIEM works towards this goal. Read More 

 

Ending ‘Acceptable Losses’ in Disasters: How Emergency Management Can Help Build 

More Equitable Communities 
Disasters disproportionately affect the most vulnerable. The emergency management enterprise can 
help reverse this trend by prioritizing and investing in equity. Read More 

 

COVID-19 Impacts Require the Integration of Equity in Emergency Management 
Emergency management officials have a responsibility to integrate equity into preparedness and 
response to disasters by understanding the unique vulnerabilities and limitations of communities. Read 
More 

 

A Champion of Inclusion Through Public Service  
“I think it’s critical as a Black man and as a leader within my profession to engage young people, 
particularly people of color, in public service,” Brown said. “I know personally the power of ‘seeing is 
believing’ and the powerful link between inclusion and efficacy.”  Read More 

 

Guidebooks  

Dual Disasters Handbook 

Dual Disasters Handbook, Lindsey Holman, Rachel McMonagle, 
Surili Sutaria Patel, Monica Schoch-Spana, PhD, and Chauncia 
Willis, published by American Flood Coalition, 2020 

 

Emergency Preparedness Amidst COVID-19: A Guide 

for Local Governments  
As local governments grapple with the COVID-19 challenge, 
hurricanes, wildfires, floods, and other disasters continue to 
threaten communities across the US. How can local leaders keep 
residents safe and prepare for these hazards amidst a global 
pandemic that requires physical distancing and other precautions? 
This guidebook, prepared in collaboration with the National League 
of Cities and Shohomish County, highlights equitable ways to 
improve community preparedness.  

 

https://www.governor.virginia.gov/newsroom/all-releases/2020/june/headline-857272-en.html
https://www.radford.edu/content/radford-magazine/home/fall-2020/class-notes/brown.html
https://www.routefifty.com/public-safety/2020/04/prioritizing-equity-emergency-management/164975/
https://www.colorsvamag.com/2020/06/29/equity-emergency-management/
https://www.colorsvamag.com/2020/06/29/equity-emergency-management/
https://news.vcu.edu/alumni/A_champion_of_inclusion_through_public_service
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I-DIEM EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP  

Chauncia Willis, CEO & Co-Founder, I-DIEM 
Chauncia Willis is the Co-Founder and CEO of the Institute for Diversity and 
Inclusion in Emergency Management (I-DIEM). Ms. Willis is certified as an 
Emergency Manager, Professional Coach, and Cultural Diversity 
Professional with over 20 years of experience. Her expertise includes 
disaster management, national security event planning, leadership 
coaching, immigrant and refugee outreach, as well as diversity, equity and 
inclusion training. Prior to co-founding I-DIEM, Chauncia served as the 
Emergency Manager in Tampa, Florida for over 14 years where she 
developed successful programs benefiting marginalized populations. She 
has led national emergency planning efforts for political conventions, 
national football league games and international award shows. In her role 
as CEO for I-DIEM, she leads the effort to integrate equity into all facets of 

disaster policy, programs, and practice with the goal of increasing cultural competence and mitigating the 
harmful impacts of bias on underserved groups. Regarded as a national expert, Ms. Willis has provided 
witness testimony to the U.S. House of Representatives on multiple occasions on matters of diversity, 
equity, and inclusion, as well as policy implementation. She is the author of “Stretching: The Race towards 
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion in America,” published December 2020. Chauncia Willis hails from St. 
Petersburg, Florida and is a graduate of Loyola University New Orleans and Georgia State University, 
Andrew Young School of Policy Studies. 

  

Curtis Brown, Chief Operating Officer & Co-Founder  
 
Curtis Brown most recently served as the Chief Deputy State Coordinator at 
the Virginia Department of Emergency Management. He has homeland 
security and emergency management policy experience at the federal, state, 
and local levels. Previously, Curtis served as Regional Emergency 
Management Administrator for the Hampton Roads Planning District 
Commission, professional staff on the U.S. House of Representatives 
Committee on Homeland Security, and Senior Special Assistant to the 
Governor in the Office of Commonwealth Preparedness. Curtis received a 
Bachelor of Science in Political Science from Radford University, Master of 
Public Administration from Virginia Tech, and Master of Arts in Homeland 
Security and Emergency Preparedness from Virginia Commonwealth 
University.  He is a graduate of the Virginia Executive Institute, 
Commonwealth Management Institute, and FEMA’s Emergency 
Management Executive Academy. 
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I-DIEM ADVISORY BOARD 

David J. Kaufman 
Vice-President and Director for Safety and Security at CAN  

Sindy Benavides  
Chief Executive Officer for the League of United Latin American Communities (LULAC)  

Ellis M. Stanley, Sr.  
Managing Partner of Ellis Stanley Partners, LLC.  

Kay C. Goss  
Consultant, Building the Emergency Management Profession  

Adam Thiel  
Fire Commissioner, City of Philadelphia  

Marcus T. Coleman  
Senior Associate, HWC, Inc.  

Ruha Devanesan  
Crisis Response, Strategic Partnerships, Google Search  

Henry Comas  
Regional Disaster / COOP Coordinator, HUD  

DeeDee Bennett-Gayle  
Assistant Professor, State University of New York – Albany  

Kellie Bentz 
Global Disaster Response and Relief, AirBnB 
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I-DIEM CONTRACTORS 
Antoine B. Richards 

Senior Advisor, Chief of Research & Equity Innovation 
Area of Expertise: Public Health, Health Equity, Health Policy, Emergency Management 
 

PJ Jones  

Chief Inclusion Strategist 
Area of Expertise: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Training Curriculum & Educational Development 
 

Dr. Kristie Roberts-Lewis  

Curriculum Development Manager  
Area of Expertise: Public policy and Administration, Pedagogical and Andragogical Curriculum 
Development   
 

Walter English  

Area of Expertise: Public safety and Emergency Management  
 

Dr. Kimberlee Archie 

Area of Expertise: Equity and Inclusion, Racial Equity, Organizational Capacity-Building; Public 
Administration 
 

Debby Barry 

Bookkeeper  

Keyaries Davis  

Social Media Specialist  

Robert ‘Bob’ J. Weil  

Legal Consultant  
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I-DIEM PARTNERS 

William Averette Anderson Fund  

 

Elite Business Strategies 

 

New Associations and Partnerships 

• Resilient Nation Partnership Network (January 2020)  

• CEO Action for Diversity and Inclusion (December 2020) 

• Aleria Research  

• New Light Technologies  
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